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Particle therapy is a rapidly growing field in cancer therapy. Worldwide, over 100 centers
are in operation, and more are currently in construction phase. The interest in particle
therapy is founded in the superior target dose conformity and healthy tissue sparing
achievable through the particles’ inverse depth dose profile. This physical advantage is,
however, opposed by increased complexity and cost of particle therapy facilities. Particle
therapy, especially with heavier ions, requires large and costly equipment to accelerate the
particles to the desired treatment energy and steer the beam to the patient. A significant
portion of the cost for a treatment facility is attributed to the gantry, used to enable different
beam angles around the patient for optimal healthy tissue sparing. Instead of a gantry, a
rotating chair positioning system paired with a fixed horizontal beam line presents a
suitable cost-efficient alternative. Chair systems have been used already at the advent of
particle therapy, but were soon dismissed due to increased setup uncertainty associated
with the upright position stemming from the lack of dedicated image guidance systems.
Recently, treatment chairs gained renewed interest due to the improvement in beam
delivery, commercial availability of vertical patient CT imaging and improved image
guidance systems to mitigate the problem of anatomical motion in seated treatments.
In this review, economical and clinical reasons for an upright patient positioning system are
discussed. Existing designs targeted for particle therapy are reviewed, and conclusions
are drawn on the design and construction of chair systems and associated image
guidance. Finally, the different aspects from literature are channeled into
recommendations for potential upright treatment layouts, both for retrofitting and
new facilities.

Keywords: upright CT, upright treatment, particle therapy, image guidance, seated treatment, treatment chair
INTRODUCTION

Particle therapy, available in the form of proton or heavier ion therapy, has received an ever-
increasing interest over recent decades, with currently over 100 facilities in operation (1), and
several more planned or under construction. Primarily, this interest results from the superior depth
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dose profile of charged particles over that of photons used in
conventional radiotherapy: particles have a finite range in the
patient and deposit the maximum dose at their stopping point -
the Bragg peak. The Bragg peak enables delivery of a high dose to
the target with minimum dose to surrounding healthy tissue.
Sufficient target coverage can already be achieved with few
treatment fields, therefore the low-dose bath typically delivered
to a large volume for photon therapy. In case of heavier ions, the
Bragg peak is also the point of highest relative biological
effectiveness (RBE), further increasing tumor dose relative to
that in healthy tissue (2).

This physical advantage of particle therapy over photon
therapy, however, is opposed by the increased capital investment
required for a particle therapy facility. This is attributed to the
larger and more complex accelerator equipment needed to
produce medical ion beams. Especially for heavy ions, a large
part of the overall investment is needed for the gantry, used to
enable treatment from different angles around the patient (3). It is
therefore not surprising that several groups have been, or are
currently, investigating options for gantry-less particle therapy,
including treatment delivery with the patient in an upright or
seated position. In fact, for the pioneering studies on ion beam
therapy, conducted at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL), patients were fixed in an upright position using a rotating
chair setup and a vertical CT was installed (4). Gantry-less carbon
ion therapy with a custom chair and even associated vertical CT
imaging was reported by Kamada et al. (5). A chair system for
head and neck patients was also designed at GSI Helmholtz Center
for Heavy Ion Research GmbH during its carbon ion therapy pilot
project (6). Yet, despite the increased cost and size, gantries are
regarded as the best option for enabling flexible beam angles, due
to their universal applicability for different treatment sites. The
declined interest in chair systems can be attributed to the limited
availability of vertical CT systems, and the resulting limited
knowledge on anatomical deformations in an upright position.

Indeed, dedicated image guidance is a central aspect when it
comes to installing a system to treat patients in the upright
position. With the advent of modern image guidance systems (7),
like in-room Cone-Beam CT (CBCT), optical surface guidance,
as well as dual-energy CT and particle imaging, particle therapy
has recently enjoyed a boost in achievable treatment accuracy.
Now, with commercial options for vertical CT systems (8, 9), and
the drive for reducing the upfront investment for opening new
particle therapy centers (3, 10), upright treatment positioning
systems have gained renewed interest (11, 12). Moreover,
advanced techniques for intra-treatment verification and
adaptation (13–15) are currently reaching clinical maturity.
These techniques could, not only overcome the previous issues
associated with anatomical motion for upright treatment
positions, but together with upright treatment postures, further
open possibilities for advanced beam delivery schemes, e.g.,
particle arc therapy (16) with continuous patient rotation.

In this review, we aim to outline key requirements for a
flexible upright particle therapy patient positioning system with
associated imaging. To this end, we will summarize the clinical
rationale for upright treatments and go over existing chair
systems that have been constructed in the past or are currently
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available, focusing on those targeted for particle therapy. An
overview over the requirements for an upright positioning
system for photon therapy can be found in the recent review
by Hegarty et al. (17). We will discuss engineering considerations
for upright positioning systems and options for image guidance
for an upright treatment position. Finally, we will channel the
available literature into recommendations for future upright
particle therapy patient positioning systems and associated
image guidance.
POSSIBLE BENEFIT OF AN UPRIGHT
POSITIONING SYSTEM

Economical Arguments
The key rationale for upright treatment positioning is, that it is
cheaper to move the patient and not the beam. Gantries for
proton, and especially for heavier ion therapy, are large, costly
pieces of machinery. While it can cost less than half a million
Euro to build a head&neck targeted chair positioning system,
building a gantry is an investment of several million Euro for
protons and even more for heavier ions. There is also operational
cost: precise rotation of the up to several hundred ton gantry is
by no means a simple task, and requires sophisticated installation
and maintenance. For example, a shift of the isocenter position of
up to ~1.2 mm during rotation of a proton gantry was reported
by Moyers et al. (18). This shift can be effectively compensated by
modern scanning delivery systems, but the shift results in
additional workload for beam commissioning under different
gantry angles. In addition, the large size of a proton, let alone a
heavy ion gantry necessitates building a large shielded bunker
(up to 25 m in length and three stories height in case of the
carbon ion gantry at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center
(19)), further adding to the facility cost.

While new designs for compact gantry systems are being
explored, e.g., the static toroidal gantry proposed by Bottura et al.
(20), moving the patient instead of the gantry presents a possibly
simpler and thus attractive option. Especially for existing centers,
retrofitting an upright positioning system is conceivably less
challenging compared to retrofitting a gantry. Further arguments
on cost-reduction could be the potential of faster setup time with
an upright positioning system due to easier patient access (21).
An upright positioning system may also enable easier inclusion
of advanced image guidance techniques, like prompt gamma or
particle imaging (13) to the setup, due to more free space around
the isocenter.

At the same time, a gantry-less treatment room equipped with
a flexible patient positioning system could provide similar
versatility compared to a gantry, as demonstrated in the study
by Yan et al. (22). An upright positioning system would also
naturally provide an efficient way for advanced beam delivery
options, like particle arc therapy (16, 23), by rotating the patient
during treatment.

Overall, a chair system could be the solution for more
widespread access to particle therapy, reducing cost and size of
particle therapy centers. An upright proton therapy system has
July 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 930850
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been speculated to possibly fit into a single shielded bunker
(3, 24) and could foster greater availability also in low income
countries. For heavy ion therapy, where currently only two
gantry systems are in operation worldwide, upright patient
positioning could be the key to promote this technology from
few centers with fixed horizontal beam lines to similar
availability levels as current proton therapy.
Clinical Arguments
Aside from the economical arguments, there have been a small,
but growing number of studies indicating a possible therapeutic
benefit of upright treatment as well. Upright positioning could
provide greater comfort for head&neck patients suffering from
increased saliva production (25), and patients suffering
orthopnea, dyspnea or dysphagia in supine position (26).

Dellamonica et al. (27) report increased lung volume and
oxygenation for upright compared to supine position. Using an
upright MRI scanner, Yang et al. (28) also demonstrated
increased lung volume in upright positioning compared to
supine, as well as showing a reduced motion amplitude from
respiration. The greater lung volume implies greater distance
between target and organs at risk, as well as lower mean lung
dose, which has been used to argue for better healthy tissue
sparing possibility (25). For particle therapy, the important
quantity is the water equivalent thickness, which would not
change relevantly with greater air volume in the lungs. In
contrary, the reduced lung density could reduce the dose
conformity at the distal target edge. This could be offset by
both a reduced breathing amplitude resulting in smaller lateral
margins, as well as the aforementioned distances to organs at
risk. The net effect is probably patient-specific and needs to be
investigated in treatment planning studies.

Considering that patients spend most of their days in upright
or seated posture prior to treatment, upright treatment may also
provide certain benefits regarding organ drift. For example, slow
liver drift motion occurring over tens of minutes after supine
positioning of patients was reported by von Siebenthal et al. (29),
and attributed to the change in the direction of gravity compared
to the patients ‘normal’ upright posture. Similar reasoning could
be made also for other organs in the abdomen.

In a recent study based on upright MRI, Mackie et al. (21)
have reported benefits for prostate therapy in upright position,
with further details available in (30). Gravitational push of
organs like the bladder into the pelvic bone reduced
uncertainties in prostate position compared to supine. Since
gas moves upwards the bowel for upright posture, the risk of
unexpected bowel gas movement during prostate therapy
possibly might be reduced.

Most recently, Sun et al. (31) presented results from clinical
implementation of a chair positioning system targeted for
head&neck cancers at the Shanghai Proton and Heavy Ion
Center (SPHIC). Of 320 patients treated for head&neck, 15
showed a clear dosimetric benefit compared to a treatment
with couch and fixed horizontal or 45° inclined beam line.
Chair systems also were shown in the past to be well accepted
by the patients. For example, McCarroll et al. (26) reported
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 3
overall good patient comfort for their prototype chair design, but
noted that upright positioning might not be possible for all
patients, e.g., due to certain medical conditions.

Yan et al. (24) in a treatment planning study have
demonstrated the robustness and high quality of upright plans
for head&neck cancer patients for pencil-beam scanning proton
therapy at a fixed beam line. While they used only a subset of the
beam angles available for gantry treatments for upright planning,
the authors note that the use of more beam angles could further
benefit organ-at risk sparing.

Chair positioning systems are already well established
standard for particle therapy treatments of cancers in the eye
(32). If the beam line is capable of handling also the special
requirements for eye cancer treatment (33), a head&neck upright
positioning system may also be useful for eye treatments.
Experience on head fixation devices for eye treatments, like
chin bars with mouth pieces for the patient to bite into for
immobilization, may be transferable also to treatments of brain
tumors, although to a limited extent.
BRIEF OVERVIEW OVER
EXISTING SOLUTIONS

In this section, existing solutions for upright positioning devices
targeted specifically for particle therapy will be briefly reviewed.
Figure 1 shows examples of upright positioning prototypes
constructed for or used at particle therapy centers. A historical
overview of upright patient positioning systems for radiotherapy
in general can be found in the recent review by Rahim et al. (34).

For the pioneering studies at LBNL investigating particle
therapy using various ion species, patients could be positioned
in both recumbent and in upright, standing or sitting, treatment
position (36, 37). Patient positioning was achieved using
dedicated upright accessories added to the ‘ISAH’ (38) 5-
degree-of-freedom patient positioning system (36). A vertical
CT was used for position verification in the upright position (4)
Kamada et al. (5) have presented a chair positioning system for
head&neck cancer patients used at the Heavy Ion Medical
Accelerator Center (HIMAC) in Chiba, Japan. The device was
mounted on a rail system to move it from treatment to parking
position and a vertical CT scanner was specifically installed for
imaging in the seated position. The CT scanner, mounted to the
ceiling of the treatment bunker, was lowered over the patient to
acquire images.

Heeg et al. (6) report on the design of a patient chair to be
used at the GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research
GmbH, with further refinements detailed in (39). The chair
enabled a tilt of up to 19°, a 360° rotation around the vertical
axis and featured a height adjustable patient mask holder
mounted to a steel frame with counterweights for safe
handling. Similar to the chair system by Kamada et al. (5), the
chair by Heeg et al. (6) was mounted on a rail system to make
way for the couch when not in use. The chair system is still
operational and located in the now dedicated research room (40)
at GSI, but it was never used clinically.
July 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 930850
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Schreuder (30) discusses the design and construction of a
chair system at the Indiana University Health Proton Therapy
Center (Bloomington, Indiana, USA), reportedly used for patient
treatment prior to the installation of a proton gantry. The device
was attached to the couch robot, and could be mounted on a
transport cart. Of note is the use of a wooden back plate which
was individually manufactured for each patient for accurate
positioning. In some cases, patient specific cutouts were made
in the back plate to reduce material in the beam path.

Schreuder (30) also reports on the further development of the
treatment chair continued at the Oklahoma Proton Center
(Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA). The follow up device
considered a 20° tilted backrest made from carbon fibre. Again,
it was equipped with the same coupling structure as also used by
the treatment couch, enabling efficient switching between couch
and chair. Further design improvement of the chair described in
(30) were adopted by P-Cure (P-Cure Ltd., Shilat Industrial
Zone, Israel) for a commercial chair and vertical imaging system.
The system was installed 2016 at Nothwestern Medicine Chicago
Proton Center (NWMCPC, Chicago, Illinois, USA), where it is
currently in clinical use. The P-Cure system features a carbon
fibre chair with up to 20° tiltable back plate mounted to a robotic
arm, capable of moving the chair between isocenter and an in-
room vertical x-ray CT scanner (41), also installed at NWMCPC.
The chair is targeted for not only head&neck, but also thoracic
cancer patients, enabling imaging and treatment down to
the diaphragm.

Balakin et al. (42) presented an upright patient positioning
system for the Prometheus proton therapy complex at P.N.
Lebedev Physical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Physical Technical Center (Protvino,Russia) the idea of which
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 4
was proposed in (43). Their design considers an armchair
targeted for head&neck cancer patients, that is height
adjustable by 500 mm to accommodate patients of different
size and enables a full 360° rotation around the vertical axis.
Balakin et al. report initial experience on patient immobilization.

Recently, Zhang et al. (44) presented design considerations
for a patient chair for particle therapy based on a Steward
hexapod platform to provide the six-degree-of-freedom
(6DOF) motion required for positioning and position
correction following image guidance. For improved stability of
the device, they propose an additional push rod attached to the
center of the treatment chair guiding the motion of the hexapod.
In addition, they describe a prototype design for a head&neck
immobilization device in upright position with chin support for
the patient to rest their head on.

Zhang et al. (45) present extensive design considerations for a
patient chair. In an effort to retrofit a patient chair to an existing
fixed horizontal beam line with limited available space, they
based their design also on a hexapod platform. In their work,
detailed stress simulations and experimental validations were
performed to ensure highest safety of the components and
accuracy of the treatment chair motion under patient load.
Clinical implementation of the device with dedicated quality
assurance protocol is reported in (46) and first experience with
patient treatments is presented in (31).

Buchner et al. (35) report on the design of a novel treatment
chair and soft robot immobilization device. Their design is based
on a commercially available hexapod platform intended for being
used as flight simulator. They developed soft robot
immobilization devices to achieve highest positioning accuracy
individually adaptable to every patient.
FIGURE 1 | Overview over different chair designs targeted for particle therapy found in literature, focusing on those that were constructed as prototype. The color of the
time line connectors indicates the chair’s intended use with respect to different treatment sites, as shown on the left. aThe chair was installed at the Indiana University
Health Proton Therapy Center prior to 2006, as described by Schreuder (30). bThe device was installed at the Oklahoma Proton Center as described in (30). The figure
shows the couch overlayed on the chair. cThe chair system is installed at Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center and was designed by P-Cure1. Image reprinted
with kind permission by Dr. M. Pankuch (Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center). Images a,b, and the Leo Cancer Care Ltd (2021). were reprinted with kind
permission by Dr. N. Schreuder (Leo Cancer Care Ltd.). Kamada et al. (1999): Reprinted from Kamada et al. (5) with permission from Elsevier. Buchner et al. (2020):
©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Buchner et al. (35).
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The company BEC GmbH (Pfullingen, Germany), which is
offering high-precision robotics solutions for particle therapy,
also has a design for a commercial patient chair in their ‘exacure’
radiotherapy portfolio (47), first presented in (48). The chair
takes a similar route as the first chair design by Schreuder (30):
for allowing high flexibility to accommodate patients and
minimize uncertainties in the beam path, the chair is entirely
based on small rectangular carbon fiber plates which can be
individually removed/arranged.

Finally, another commercial option for an upright positioning
system is offered by Leo Cancer Care (Smallfield, Horley, Surrey,
UK). Their ambitious design, named EVE™, aims towards
enabling upright treatments for head&neck, thoracic/
abdominal as well as pelvic treatment sites. The systems’
flexible design will enable different patient postures from
sitting to half-standing or standing position. Initial positioning
experience with the device was reported in (21).
MECHANICAL DESIGN: REQUIREMENTS
AND PITFALLS

General Requirements
The ideal upright patient positioning and image guidance system
should enable at least the same treatment flexibility as achievable
with a gantry, without compromising on efficiency and accuracy
compared to the current standard. An upright positioning
system should therefore be:

1. Modular, in order to enable treatments of most patient sites
2. Flexible, in order to provide the optimal positioning and

immobilization for all patients
3. Providing sub-millimeter/sub-degree positioning accuracy

that remains stable over the treatment duration
4. Capable of quickly correcting the patient position

according to image guidance
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 5
5. Simple and efficient to use
The first point is perhaps the most challenging, as there will

likely always be a percentage of patients for whom the upright
treatment position may not be a suitable option. In order to
facilitate efficient patient throughput, the patient positioning
device should be able to cope with different treatment sites
without requiring considerable extra setup changing time.

The need for the positioning and image guidance system to
allow flexibility for treating different patient sites, combined with
the fixed beam line height poses the key design constraint for an
upright positioning system with associated imaging (6, 45). The
vertical and lateral translational motion required to adapt the
patient positioning system and immobilization devices to the
varying height and size of all patients needs to considered.
Anthropometric data of European adults for machinery and
workplace designs can be found for example in (49). The
implications on chair design are indicated in Figure 2 and
summarized in Table 1. A straight upright posture of the
patient’s back was assumed for calculating required vertical
ranges, i.e., rectangular bending angles between tibia/femur
and femur/torso. Note that a half standing posture, shown in
Figure 2 as proposed by Leo Cancer Care Ltd (8, 50), would not
change the required vertical range of motion of the positioning
system to accommodate different treatment sites. It, however,
would reduce the weight stress on the chair seat. Lateral ranges
assume the rotational center of the patient positioning system to
coincide with the lateral geometrical center of the patient. The
need to compensate additional eccentricity otherwise adds to the
required lateral range of motion.

For treatment sites below the thorax, the patient needs to be
lifted considerably. For treatment of the prostate, the patient’s
head may reach up to 985 mm above the isocenter. Enough space
above the isocenter is thus mandatory, especially if a vertical CT
is to be mounted to the ceiling, which for existing centers may
not necessarily be available.
FIGURE 2 | Overview over the required vertical ranges (not to scale) of adjustment for different treatment sites for European adults, computed as the difference
between 5 and 95 percentiles from anthropomorphic data in (49). An important constraint for an upright positioning device targeted for a fixed beam line is the fixed
height of the isocenter. For pelvis treatments, the patient head can reach up to ~1m above the isocenter.
July 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 930850
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For greatest flexibility, the positioning system should also
provide a 360° motion around the vertical axis to enable all
treatment directions. Existing prototypes, in addition, consider
up to ± 20° tilt around the lateral axis (6, 8, 9, 44, 45). Sufficient
experience for the optimal tilt around the lateral axis for different
treatment sites is not yet reported in literature, such that the
current generation of chair designs may provide more/less
flexibility than needed.

In terms of mechanical stability, according to the IEC 60601-1
norm (51), any patient positioning system must be able to safely
move a mass of 135 kg plus the weight of accessories. Assuming
the weight of the chair and patient immobilization devices
(mask, head rest, and connections with chair) to be around
50 kg (45), this necessitates the support structure to comfortably
lift 185 kg. In addition, any equipment intended for the patient to
step on needs to support at least 270 kg for a minute. These
regulations put strong constraints on the engineering choices for
the positioning system.
Considerations on Posture
Patient posture is important when considering upright
treatments, as it can have a significant effect on the patient
comfort as well as intra-fraction movement, and has direct
implications for the image guidance setup. Different published
postures are shown in Figure 3.

Sun et al. (31) report patient discomfort for a head&neck
chair system, where the patients are positioned in a straight
upright position (i.e., a 90° angle between seat and backrest).
Patients reportedly tended to sag their heads within the
thermoplastic immobilization masks. For long treatments, this
may result in increased intra-treatment displacement and patient
discomfort. Moreover, especially for long treatments, the
comfort for the patients back and bottom becomes important,
where e.g. vacuum cushions or simple office chair supply
cushions may provide sufficient support. More ideal, however,
would potentially be a posture where the back rest is tilted 15-20°
backwards pushing the patients into the backrest (21, 31). In fact,
most chair solutions for particle therapy consider such a posture
(5, 6, 35, 41, 50). Similar findings have been reported by
McCarroll et al. (26) who considered a ‘reverse’ chair setup,
where the patients are forward leaning against a chest support
plate. Additional support for chin and forehead was included in
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 6
their prototype following initial patient experience, to provide
more patient comfort. The forward leaning posture may also be
interesting for prone irradiation, for example, in case of
treatment of the whole central nervous system.

To provide stability in a leaned-back position, a posture
comparable to that in a race car seat (i.e., femur slightly
inclined upwards, and bent knees), may be chosen, as done,
e.g., by P-Cure Ltd (9, 41). This has the additional benefit that it
provides more room for a robot arm underneath the chair, which
otherwise could collide with the patient legs (45). Alternatively, a
vertical rest for the patients knees to push against, as envisioned
by Leo Cancer Care Ltd (8)., may be used to prevent sagging.

For any body site below the thorax, a half standing posture, as
proposed by Leo Cancer Care Ltd (8)., is the only viable option.
They envision a bending angle between 135° and 165° between
femur and torso (50). For seated positions, the patient legs would
prohibit a vertical CT scan in the lower body regions.

6-Degree-of-Freedom Positioning System
The need to adapt to different patients, treatment sites and beam
angles, alongside the need to adapt residual alignment following the
image guidance system, necessitates the use of a highly accurate
6DOF support structure. To provide the necessary motion,
sequential or linear robotic systems are suitable candidates.

As sequential support structure, a robotic arm as used for
patient couches (52) could be used, as for example chosen by P-
Cure Ltd (9). The robot arm offers a great flexibility, also in
regards of moving the patient from the isocenter to an in-room
vertical CT or moving the chair out of the way of other
equipment. However, depending on the patient’s posture and
the robot position, the patients legs may interfere with the robot
(45), limiting the achievable range of motion. Due to its bulky
size, retrofitting an additional robot system for an upright
positioning system into an existing treatment room may be
infeasible alongside the other equipment. Utilizing an available
couch robot to also mount the upright positioning system, with a
shared coupling mechanism (30), would be the more
practical solution.

In contrast, hexapod platforms present a compact solution
(35, 44, 45). Hexapods are well suited to support the patient and
can achieve high positioning accuracy (45). However, hexapods
have a limited range of motion, allowing only restricted position
correction when in extreme positions, e.g., when fully vertically
TABLE 1 | Requirements placed on a chair system for different treatment sites.

Treatment site Head&Neck Thorax/
Abdomen

Pelvis Total

Height from chair seat (Hi/Lo)
[mm]

985/510 695/112 170/0 –

Popliteal height (Hi/Lo) [mm] – – – 495/
380

Vertical range [mm] ~475 ~583 ~170 ~985
Lateral range [mm] ±103 ±270 ±220 ±270
Jul
y 2022 | Volume 12 | Article
Ranges are calculated based on anthropometric data for European adults in (49), reporting the largest value in the range of European adults (i.e., between 5 and/or 95 percentiles). A
straight upright sitting posture with rectangular tibia/femur and femur/torso angles was assumed. The range required for pelvis treatments was approximated from the thigh clearance.
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extended, and provide a limited range of rotation (44). Zhang et
al. (45) circumvented these problems, by adding a translational
platform on top of the hexapod and a 360° platform underneath
it, effectively increasing the work space to that desired for patient
positioning in head&neck cases. In order to provide flexibility for
moving the chair to/from the isocenter, a rail system underneath
the hexapod may be added as reported in (46).

Alternative designs to robot positioning systems have also
been reported in literature. For example, the chair by Heeg et al.
(6) features separate mechanisms for rotation, tilt and vertical
adjustment in a steel frame. This design was chosen for stability,
but is also relatively bulky. The EVE™ design by Leo Cancer
Care Ltd (8) considers a height adjustable seat and tiltable back
plate to adjust the patient’s back angle. Immobilization devices,
like masks and arm rests, will be attached to the back plate. Pitch
and lateral position adjustment are achieved by tilting or moving
the platform the chair is mounted on. The upright positioning
system is placed on a large circular floor platform which provides
full 360° rotation and can be lifted to accommodate treatments in
lower body regions (abdomen and pelvis).
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 7
Immobilization Devices and
Setup Accuracy
Immobilization is crucial especially for particle therapy to
conserve beam ranges estimated from planning imaging. For
an upright position, in contrast to supine, immobilization devices
may need to support part of the patient’s weight. Heeg et al. (39)
for their head&neck targeted chair design reported that “the
realisation of a secure and precise fixation unit required some
rather unconventional details in the construction”. They
achieved better than 0.5 mm accuracy by using a steel frame
with vertically adjustable mask holder. Steel frames can however,
also cause artefacts in x-ray CT.

Zhang et al. (44) report on the development of a head
fixation unit with adjustable screws and chin support, but
indicated only limited accuracy. Sheng et al. (46) used
thermoplastic masks mounted to a carbon fiber back plate for
their head&neck targeted chair, which in a later study achieved
high patient position accuracy (31). Balakin et al. (42) studied
patient movement within thermoplastic masks for head&neck
patients in seated position and report larger position variations
FIGURE 3 | Schematic overview over different postures. A straight upright posture [e.g (42)., and (31)] has been noted to induce stress on chin (for head&neck
patients) and may be uncomfortable for long treatment duration, as indicated by the red areas. More ideal would be ~20° reclined position, where the forward push
on the pelvis could be stabilized by a race-car seat posture [e.g (9)], or by adding a knee fixation [e.g (8)] or a belt strap [e.g (35)]. Alternative postures could be
forward leaning for head&neck or possibly spine irradiations [e.g (26)] or half-standing, enabling to image and treat sites below the thorax [e.g (8)].
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of up to several millimeters in some cases. In order to restrain
patient mobility within the masks, additional immobilization
devices may hence be needed. It has to be noted that the design
by Balakin et al. considered a straight upright posture, which
was found sub-optimal regarding patient motion in (31).

Buchner et al. (35) present the development of soft robots as
immobilization devices to counter patient slouching in the seated
position. The soft robots based on fluid-driven origami inspired
artificial muscles have the advantage of being highly adaptive,
providing individually optimized support for the patient. Hence,
the soft robot technology may present several advantages over
conventional immobilization devices for upright positioning. For
example, they can provide the best position for the day, without
the need to make and store several immobilization devices.
Buchner et al. report promising results for immobilization and
positioning with their device.

To fixate the pelvis and thereby stabilise the upper body, Leo
Cancer Care Ltd. (8) have proposed a knee rest and heel fixation,
using the patient’s femur to push the pelvis into the chair seat.
Such a device might provide stability for avoiding patient
sagging, removing load from upper body or head fixation
masks. It can be speculated that the knee support may also
benefit the reproducibility of the femur-hip angle, which is a
known issue for particle prostate therapy (53).

Mackie et al. (21) used a prototype of the Leo Cancer Care
upright positioning system to investigate positioning accuracy
for different treatment sites with an optical system. Deviations in
setup accuracy for thorax patients were comparable to those
found in literature for supine treatments. It should be noted that
they measured external motion shifts only, but not potential
motion of the tumor inside the body, which might differ from
supine positions.

Most recently, Sun et al. (31) published a clinical study on the
first experience for patient intra- and inter-treatment position
changes with the SPHIC chair system, reporting an accuracy
comparable to that of traditional supine positioning. Similar,
McCarroll et al. (26) for their forward leaning design report
head&neck positioning accuracy comparable to that in
traditional supine position, except for one patient, where large
displacement in the order of centimeters was observed.

Similar to a conventional couch system, any upright
positioning device requires regular quality assurance to
verify its required clinical accuracy better than 0.5°/1 mm
(54). Especially for 6DOF support devices consisting of
multiple individual components, agreement of their intrinsic
coordinate systems with each other must be ensured,
and potential variations be accurately corrected for, in order
to avoid error propagation (55). reported a framework
for coordinate system alignment and correction of
systematic errors in the movement of the SPHIC treatment
chair. Quality assurance reported for chair systems, so far,
considered rigid phantoms (e.g., in (46)). However, to ensure
quality of immobilization devices for upright positioning, one
may also need to consider the support against deformations in
upright posture. New, targeted quality assurance strategies
may therefore be advisory.
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IMAGE GUIDANCE FOR
UPRIGHT POSITIONS

Significant anatomical variation can be expected for nearly all
treatment sites, with the possible exception of the brain as it is
enclosed in the rigid skull. The relative change of the gravity
vector and the accompanying change in muscle tension will
cause non-rigid changes to most organs. Yan et al. (56)
investigated patient alignment between supine and upright
(slightly reclined) position using an upright MRI scanner. They
report good alignment for the head, but already note
deformations in the neck region. Organs in abdomen or thorax
are associated with larger differences between supine and upright
(28, 56, 57). The success of upright treatment therefore crucially
depends on the availability of an upright CT scanner for
treatment simulation.

A dedicated x-ray CT system for upright treatments was
implemented by Kamada et al. (5). The system was attached to
the ceiling of the treatment room, and lowered down over the
positioned patient. A contact sensor on the lower surface of the
scanner was used to avoid collisions with the chair or patient.
Shah et al. (58) report the use of a vertical CT scanner at Fermi
Lab for a special patient case that could not tolerate supine
positioning due to their medical condition. Schreuder (30)
designed a system for vertical CT imaging from any angle
between vertical and horizontal. P-Cure Ltd (9) offers a
commercial system for upright CT imaging, which was
installed at the Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center
in 2016, and has been used in clinical routine since then.
However, to the best of the authors knowledge, no study on
the system performance, nor patient data is yet presented in
literature. Notably, for sitting patient postures, i.e., those with
legs in ~90° angle to the torso, imaging below the diaphragm is
not possible due to the limited CT bore diameter. Most recently
Leo Cancer Care Ltd (8) have proposed a design for a rotatable
Dual-Energy CT scanner. The system, which is a follow up of the
design presented by Schreuder (30), is intended to be mounted
between two supporting columns with a central rotation axis,
enabling imaging at any angle between supine to upright
position. As for previous vertical CT designs, the system would
then slide over the patient for image acquisition. It is intended to
enable full CT imaging of treatment sites down to the pelvis in
combination with a half standing or standing patient posture as
provided by their upright positioning device.

While a vertical x-ray CT scanner positioned directly at
isocenter may provide the greatest accuracy, it may not be
feasible due to space limitations, especially above the isocenter.
In addition, if a switch to a treatment couch is desired,
installation of a vertical x-ray CT on columns lateral to the
isocenter may be challenging due to the lateral clearance (±2m)
needed for full couch motion. If setup uncertainties between an
out-of-room planning vertical CT are deemed too large, or no
space for a second upright positioning system with vertical CT is
available, in-room x-ray CT not at isocenter may be more
practical. In a recent study, Nesteruk et al. (59) have found no
significant difference between in-isocenter cone-beam CT
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(CBCT) based treatment planning, and treatment planning
based on a CT-on-rails for supine position. The same may be
the case for upright, such that an in-room CT instead of one at
isonceter may provide sufficient accuracy. This then requires a
suitable option to move the chair between CT and isocenter is
available (robot arm, rail).

CBCT at isocenter also presents a viable option for
verification, as done in (31), and plan simulation. The
flexibility to rotate the patient instead of the imaging device for
CBCT acquisition has already been explored in (60) and was
recently taken into account for the design of the MARIE™

proton therapy solution by Leo Cancer Care Ltd (8). If options
for upright and supine positioning are foreseen, robotic CBCT
systems should be able to provide the necessary flexibility,
especially since they allow for non-co-planar image acquisition
(61). CBCT may be a more practical solution for imaging at
isocenter compared to vertical CT, not least with the recent boost
in achievable CBCT image accuracy via iterative and machine
learning based algorithms (7). Even accurate 4D-CBCT based
proton therapy dose calculations were made possible (62),
making CBCT particularly attractive for upright particle therapy.

Treatment planning typically involves modalities beyond X-
ray CT, especially for contouring of target volumes and organs at
risk, such as MRI or PET. A vertical PET for the patient in seated
position was already considered by Heeg et al. (6). Upright MRI
systems have been used in various studies for investigating
anatomical differences between upright and supine positions
(28, 29, 56, 57, 63). To provide best possible accuracy, having
both the MRI and x-ray CT in upright posture would be
preferential, as increased uncertainties in the deformable
registration between the two postures are to be expected. Still,
vertical MRI and PET scanners with the same image quality as
current clinical systems for recumbent patients might be difficult
to achieve, due to the size and geometry of the involved detector
and acquisition systems. The viability of upright treatments
considering the whole treatment planning chain therefore
needs to be carefully investigated (23).

Particle radiography (pRad) and particle CT (pCT) present
interesting options for at-isocenter imaging in particle therapy,
and are particularly suited for upright patient positions. For
particle imaging, the particle beam energy is increased beyond
the therapeutic level such that the particles fully cross the patient,
which enables to reconstruct images of the patient’s integral
water equivalent thickness (64, 65). pRad has shown good
capability for position (66, 67) and anatomy (68) verification
from beams eye view, and for optimization of the x-ray CT
relative stopping power calibration (69–71). By rotating the
patient, full pCT scans may be acquired. pCT scans may be
used directly for treatment planning, where the direct nature of
assessing the relative stopping power provides high stopping
power and range prediction accuracy (72–75). pCT and upright
treatment posture are inherently a well suited match, since pCT
acquisition would be easier with a fixed beam and detector setup
and rotating patient compared to acquisition with a rotating
gantry. In fact, all currently existing pCT prototypes use rotating
platforms to rotate the object for pCT acquisition. Moreover, the
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absence of beam hardening or metal artifacts for pCT (76) could
prove useful for upright treatments, as it permits more flexible
choice of materials for the immobilization devices and still obtain
artifact free images.

Optical guidance systems are suitable to quickly verify the
patient position. Commercial optical guidance systems have
already been the system of choice to verify the accuracy of
upright positioning solutions for different studies found in
literature (21, 35, 45, 46) As such, an optical tracking system
may be considered as a standard with upright treatment postures.

In terms of treatment plan simulation and optimization, the
same infrastructure can be used for both upright and supine/
prone positions, through the introduction of a simple coordinate
transformation, as introduced by Krämer et al. (77) to the
experimental treatment planning platform TRiP98 (78). This is
advantageous regarding the introduction of an upright
positioning system into daily clinical routine. Recently, an
option for a seated patient position was implemented in the
commercially available treatment planning system RayStation
(RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) for proton
therapy and was validated with a commercial radiotherapy
chair solution offered by Q-fix (Avondale, Pennsylvania, USA)
(79). Hegarty et al. (17) note additional constraints concerning
the patient tolerance of rotational speed and acceleration of the
chair during treatment planning for photon IMRT or VMAT
treatments. This is of less relevance for particle therapy, which is
typically applied through few fields between which the chair
rotation can be comfortably adapted. Nevertheless, this would
need to be considered in the context of particle arc therapy,
where varying rotational speed during delivery is present (16).
DISCUSSION

In the following, we briefly summarize the key points to take from
previous literature. Then we present some recommendations for
future systems, where we distinguish between retrofitting an
upright positioning system into an existing facility and designing
a new facility upfront with upright positioning.

Key Take-Aways From Literature
It is evident from literature, that a chair system aimed for
different treatment sites needs to be highly modular and
flexible. Different postures, ranges of motion and fixation
devices are required for different treatment sites, with the
optimal solution for each site still being subject of further
research. While a one-fits-all upright patient positioning
system would certainly be most efficient in terms of clinical
workflow, it might not necessarily be the best solution for each
site. For example, a mounting mechanism for the patient mask
made of steel provides excellent accuracy for head&neck
treatment (39, 46). But steel in the backrest would likely
prohibit thoracic treatments, due to the CT artifacts and risk
of activation that this entails. Moreover, an upright treatment
will not be suited for all patients, who would then be excluded by
a chair-only solution (26).
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The most important question to ask prior to designing a chair
system is therefore which patient cohorts are to be treated. A
clinic aiming to be the main particle therapy provider for a large
geographical region will have different aspirations compared to a
specialized treatment facility in a region with existing alternative
centers. A similar argument can also be made regarding the
number of available treatment rooms in the facility.

A key challenge for upright treatments that has been pointed
out in several publications is the different requirements placed on
immobilization devices. While an inaccurate position, for
example from mechanical sagging of the chair, may be
corrected through adequate quality assurance (45), individual
sagging of the patients in the immobilization devices would
necessitate online image guidance to be detected, as well as a
framework for real-time adaptive radiotherapy to be corrected
for. Immobilization devices therefore should be a center point in
the design of new upright positioning systems.

In the same line of thought, vertical imaging is paramount to
the success of upright treatment. While conventional x-ray
radiography image guidance systems have been used
successfully in (31) for patient alignment, CBCT would be
better and more flexible. In-room CT or in-isocenter CT may
not be necessary for patient positioning, however, vertical,
planning-quality CT imaging needs to be available somewhere
in the facility, if patient sites other than the head are to be treated.
Optical surface guidance, in addition, has shown to be a useful
tool for verifying and monitoring upright patient position.

Particle CT could be a well suited candidate for in-isocenter
CT with limited available space. However, long scan acquisition
times and the need for higher-than-treatment beam energies are
still limiting factors (80). With advances in technology, particle
CT could be the preferred option of choice compared to in-
isocenter x-ray CT.

In terms of posture, there is currently too little evidence to
conclude on an ideal posture for the different indications beside
head&neck, for which a slightly reclined posture seems to be
ideal. For treatments at or above the thorax, any position that
enables secure fixation of the pelvis in a reproducible position
may work to restrain patient sagging. For treatment below
diaphragm, however, a half-standing or standing posture is the
only feasible option.

At least initially, the limited experience on anatomical
changes for upright treatments will likely necessitate the use of
increased safety margins. These, however, will be reduced with
increasing experience with the upright position. Frequent, and
ideally, isocentric planning-quality image guidance should be
performed during the pioneering phase of upright treatments.
Retrofitting an Upright Positioning
System to an Existing Facility
When retrofitting an upright positioning system to an existing
(fixed beam line) facility, the major limiting factor is the available
space. Equipment, like a couch robot, already in the treatment
room needs to be considered and the fixed floor-isocenter-ceiling
heights pose a major constraint.
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For a multi-room facility, a dedicated specialized treatment
room with an upright positioning system, where existing
equipment for recumbent positioning may be discarded, could
be a viable option. For single- or two-room facilities, the
capability to switch to a supine/prone treatment position is a
key to ensure efficacy. The most preferential/cost-efficient
solution would hence be one that can be coupled to the
existing robot positioning devices used already for the
treatment couch. The robot arm could be used to also mount
or park the individual modules for easier handling (30).

Having both a couch and upright treatment positioning
system in isocenter makes the additional installation of an in-
isocenter vertical CT, capable of imaging in both postures,
challenging, due to the clearance required for couch motion. If
not enough room for an in-isocenter, or in-room rotatable CT is
available, at least x-ray radiography image guidance or CBCT
suitable for upright position verification appears mandatory. Due
to the flexible acquisition trajectories, a C-arm CBCT system
suitable for both couch and upright positioning system would be
the preferred option.

For accurate simulation, a vertical CT will be necessary for
most treatment sites. Even if an in-room vertical CT exists, a
more efficient workflow might be achievable if space for an
upright CT scanner and upright positioning system was available
somewhere in the facility for simulation. Otherwise, the
treatment room would be blocked for planning CT acquisition.
These issues should be thoroughly considered with the clinical
staff before installation of an upright patient positioning system.
Due to the missing constraint placed by the fixed beam height, a
not-in-isocenter vertical CT requires lower ceiling height
compared to one positioned at isocenter, which renders
installation easier.

Designing a New Facility With an
Upright Positioning System
Modeling of patient numbers, treatments sites and division of
patients to the different rooms should be carried out carefully.
The chair design greatly depends on the intended treatment sites,
which also dictates different options for imaging and necessary
range of motion. A restriction to certain treatments can greatly
reduce cost, not only in the chair itself, but especially in terms of
room size. However, a too narrow specification might hinder an
efficient workflow later on, and prove even more costly
long term.

Again, a central point is the number of rooms to be available
at the facility. If multiple rooms are planned, a dedicated room
for upright treatments could be designed. Here, the choice of
6DOF support structure would not need to consider space
limitations nor a switch to couch. This room also should
feature enough space to accommodate in-isocenter image
guidance systems. The facility design should also consider
optimizing the height of the isocenter with respect to the
upright positioning system. This should maximize the number
of patients that can be treated for the intended body sites, while
minimizing the displacement required of the chair positioning
system, especially for hexapods with limited workspace.
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All current single room designs feature a gantry. A fixed beam
single room with a chair would likely be possible on a previously
not achievable low budget, so that also a highly specialized
solution may become plausible in the future. This could focus
only on a select subset of patients, such as only thoracic and
H&N patients, and could offer a dedicated solution for this sub-
group. As such, it could potentially offer treatment quality for its
patients comparable to a gantry-based system, but at lower cost.
However, careful modeling would be necessary to judge clinical
and commercial viability.

Additional space for a vertical CT should be planned, or
patients would have to be positioned without planning quality
imaging. This might be challenging especially to early adopters,
when clinical experience is still limited. A separate vertical CT
scanner that can enable imaging both in upright and supine
position would ensure highest efficacy. Installation of an open
bore/upright MRI at the facility could be considered, but further
studies on errors in deformable registration between recumbent
and upright positions are needed to support any decision.
CONCLUSION

Upright patient positioning has distinct economical and clinical
benefits that may make it a key technology for the next
generation particle therapy facilities. Still, an upright
positioning system brings many clinical and also engineering
challenges, to achieve highly accurate and stable patient
positioning. In addition, limited experience in the difference
between patient anatomy in supine or upright position is
available. However, we are currently seeing a boost in
knowledge with several developments towards upright patient
positioning systems driven by the need to reduce particle therapy
cost and increase efficiency. In this review, we aimed at
highlighting key points from these developments to make
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recommendations for an ideal upright system. It seems that a
one-fits-all solution is hard or even impossible to achieve. The
clinical benefit of an upright positioning device therefore needs
to be thoroughly evaluated for different patient sites to identify,
where the upright position would provide the greatest benefit,
and to tailor the patient positioning system design. Such studies
are currently underway, and we are expecting exciting
developments of upright positioning systems that will bring a
paradigm shift for the future of particle therapy.
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